Esther Fredrickson flute
Melissa Peña english horn
James Shields bass clarinet
David Felberg, Emily Cole violin
Laura Steiner viola
James Holland cello
Alexis Corbin percussion

(Bury Me) Where The Lightning
[ Will] Never Find Me for bass clarinet, percussion, violin, and cello (2019)
Raven Chacon (b.1977)

Mercedez Holtry Spoken Word
Mercedez Holtry is a poet, writer, mentor, and Chicana feminist who focuses on bringing out her roots, experiences and lessons learned
through her poetry in hopes that they embrace her people and other artists around her. She has represented ABQ on multiple final and
semi final stages for national poetry events. She is a Brave New Voices finalist (2013), a two time finalist at the Women of the World
Poetry Slam (2015, 2018), A National Group Piece Champion (2016), the winner of Modesto’s “ILL List Slam” in California (2017), a
featured poet in Mexico City’s “Diverso” an international poetry festival embracing Mexican voices through poetry (2017) and holds
multiple Albuquerque Slam Championships.
She has worked with youth in poetry workshops in multiple cities around the country including Aspen Words’ “Poetry in the Schools”
project since 2015. Mercedez is not only a poet but an outreach coordinator for Warehouse 508, Albuquerque’s Arts and Entertainment
Center, in which she organizes workshops and poetry events for the youth to participate in. Since graduating from the University of New
Mexico with her degrees in Chicano Studies and Journalism & Communications, she continues to cultivate the poetry slam community
in Albuquerque, and co-founded and spearheaded Burque Revolt, an intergenerational poetry slam organization that creates safe spaces
for all ages to enjoy. She is passionate about spoken word and aspires to continually learn all she can about her art through working,
slamming and organizing for her community.

Horse Notations for flute, string quartet, and hand drums (2019)
Raven Chacon

Celebration of Silence :: Two Minutes
Old Song World premiere! for english horn, bass clarinet, cello, and percussion (2022)
Raven Chacon
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Today’s concert is in
memory of Jim Fitzpatrick.
Jim was a long-time SITE Santa Fe
board member, and an enthusiastic
Chatter attendee in Albuquerque.
When good friends, Pamela and Don
Michaelis, mentioned Chatter was
looking for a Santa Fe venue, Jim
helped with making SITE the Santa Fe
home for Chatter. Jim was so proud of
what Chatter has meant to SITE. It has
been a wonderful partnership.
Celebrate, honor, or commemorate,
a day, a person, an event, by
becoming a Chatter Day Sponsor.
Contact barbleviton@gmail.com
for details.
CHATTER (in)SITE
Every 2nd and 4th Saturday
at SITE Santa Fe

CHATTER SUNDAY

50 weeks every year at 10:30am
912 3rd Street NW, Abq
Subscribe to eNEWS at ChatterABQ.org
Share/follow us on social media:
· facebook.com/ChatterABQ
· instagram.com/ChatterABQ
Tix at ChatterABQ.org/boxoffice
Chatter is grateful for the support of

Sun, Aug 21 at 10:30am at 912 3rd St NW
Works by Braden and Schumann
Performed by Gordon and Rosebud Quartet
Jennifer Frank Pontzer Spoken Word

